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BRUGES – 28 NOVEMBER – 09.00-16.30

NO TIME

TO WASTE

ORGANISERS In cooperation 
with

YOU ARE INVITED TO A NORDIC HEAT – TRAINING SESSION IN BRUGES, BELGIUM,
FOCUSING ON TECHNOLOGIES, PRACTICES AND BUSINESS MODELS TO EXPLORING THE SIGNIFICANT

COMMERCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES IN THE WASTE-TO-ENERGY SECTOR

THE OBJECTIVE IS TO FOCUS ON THE TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND SOLUTIONS IN EXTRACTING AND

DISTRIBUTING HEAT FROM EXISTING AND NEW W2E INSTALLATIONS. IN ADDITION WE WILL HIGHLIGHT THE

COMMERCIAL REQUIREMENTS TO MAKE INVESTMENTS VIABLE. THE SESSION WILL BE TECHNICALLY ADVANCED.

NEXT GENERATION DISTRICT ENERGYTECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP 2017-10

HEAT

NORDIC

Waste-to-Energy (W2E) is a rapidly growing sector across the globe. Policy makers and
investors globally are becoming increasingly aware of the environmental and commercial
opportunities in connecting heat networks to new and existing W2E installations.
Numerous projects are underway across Europe, not least in Belgium. W2E is expected to
provide both the gateway and the engine for the development of urban heat networks.

TARGETED 
PARTICIPANTS

The session will be technically advanced. Focus will be on methods, technologies and 
business models of  retrofitting heat extracting  solutions in existing W2E facilities. The 
session will focus on the technical, operational and practical aspects of implementing 
W2E.

REGISTRATIONS 
& QUESTIONS

Peter Anderberg – NORDIC HEAT

pa@heatnet.se / +46 70 56 111 99
MATHILDE IWAR – HEATNET

mi@heatnet.se / +46 72 500 16 72

FEE Members of BW2E - Free of charge
Suppliers of technologies and services - €500 per company (excl. VAT).

OBJECTIVE

BACKGROUND

VENUE IVBO - Pathoekeweg 41, 8000 Brugge, Belgium

Given the advanced level of the session, delegates will need to possess a good level of 
technical understanding in order to fully benefit from the presentations and discussions

W2E is a complex business which necessitates combining a multitude of technologies,
competences and practices in a coordinated approach involving several stakeholders.

The aim of the upcoming activity in Belgium is to:
• provide a detailed description of the technical concepts and practices of capturing

and distributing heat from existing and new W2E facilities;
• review the key steps in managing a W2E project – from vision to operations
• present a review of W2E projects underway in Belgium
• present suppliers of proven systems and technologies

TECHNICAL TRAINING SESSION IN W2E
CONNECTING NEW AND EXISTING WASTE-TO-ENERGY

FACILITIES TO URBAN HEAT NETWORKS
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09.00 REGISTRATION & COFFEE

VALUE CHAIN

REVENUE FOCUSCOST FOCUS

REDUCING COSTS & RISKS

• CAPEX – LCC
• OPEX
• RISKS

• RELIABILITY
• HEALTH & SAFETY
• CSR

BOOSTING VALUE

• ENERGY EFFICIENCY
• CONVENIENCE
• DIGITAL SERVICES

• BRANDING
• BUNDLING
• RELIABILITY

CONNECT & 
CONTROL

ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION

ENERGY
GENERATION

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

ENERGY
DEMAND

ENERGY
SOURCE

II. THE COMMERCIAL CASE FOR W2E – OPTIMISING REVENUES

10.30 BUSINESS MODELLING

• SPECIFYING THE OVERALL BUSINESS CASE FOR W2E
• IDENTIFYING TARGET CUSTOMERS – CRITERIA FOR SELECTION
• DESIGNING AN ATTRACTIVE VALUE PROPOSITION

15.00 PROJECT EXECUTION

• ORGANISING THE TEAM – COMPETENCES AND RESOURCES REQUIRED
• INVOLVING PARTNERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
• PROCURING EQUIPMENT

• SECURING QUALITY & PERFORMANCE

III. THE TECHNICAL CASE FOR W2E – MINIMISING INVESTMENTS & COSTS

11.30 TECHNICAL DESIGN

• BASIC PRINCIPLES AND OPTIONS
• DESIGN – RETROFIT OR GREENFIELD
• KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

• BEST AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGIES – (Brief presentations by selected suppliers)

Lunch and Coffee will be served during the day.

I. BACKGROUND

09.30 INTRODUCTION

• BACKGROUND & OBJECTIVES
• W2E IN BELGIUM – STATUS AND PLANS
• SCANDINAVIAN EXPERIENCE IN W2E

16.00 LAUNCHING THE PROJECT

• CHECKLIST – FROM FEASIBILITY STUDY TO OPERATIONS
• COMMUNICATION & STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT
• PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT SUPPORT FROM NORDIC HEAT

IV. MAKING IT HAPPEN – FROM VISION TO HEAT

AGENDA
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BACKGROUND & EXPERIENCE

Years in DH sector: >30 y

Key competence - Project Management W2E
Areas - Large scale investments

- Operational Management

Key experiences in the DH sector

- Project director of €200M investment in EfW facility (17 
MWe / 58 MWvct)
- Project director of €40M  investment in regional energy 
pipe  system connecting 3 cities (60MWv, 30 Km trench ) 
Project director investment in solar park, wind energy 
installation  (200 GWh) and small scale bio-mass energy 
centers
- Extensive O&M experience

Jesper Baaring
Project Director EfW and Cooling
ÖRESUNDSKRAFT AB

BACKGROUND & EXPERIENCE

Years in DH sector: 10 y

Key competence - W2E - design & commissioning 
Areas - Operations & Maintenance

- Business Innovation

Key experiences in the DH sector

· Operational Management positions within FORTUM
- design, installation and commissioning of large scale  

W2E installations
- Process development and operations – FORTUM 
- Customer services
· Degree from KTH – Royal Institute of Technology

Linda Olsson
Project Manager
FVU/SINFRA

BACKGROUND & EXPERIENCE

Years in DH sector: 15 y

Key competence - Business strategies
Areas - Marketing & Sales

- Operational Management

Key experiences in the DH sector

- Senior Management positions within in ALSTOM district 
energy and LOGSTOR
- Board position in SWEHEAT
- Management Consultant - business planning, 
commercial strategies and project management
- Founder of NORDIC HEAT, HEATNET and HOTSPOT 

Peter Anderberg
Founder and Managing Director
Nordic Heat & Springnet-Heatnet UK Ltd
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BACKGROUND & EXPERIENCE

Years in DH sector: >15 y

Key competence - Commercial modelling
Areas - Business Planning

- Tariff models

Key experiences in the DH sector

- Business Manager – Energy & Buildings – responsible 
for Sales and Marketing within  Heat & Power
- Business development and growth – district energy.
- Head of Public Affairs - managing relationship with 
external stakeholders – political decision makers, media, 
general public – to facilitate and support development 
and expansion of W2E and district energy

Patrick Hermansson
Head of Strategic Business Development
ÖRESUNDSKRAFT AB

SPEAKERS

KEYNOTE SPEAKERKEYNOTE SPEAKER

MODERATORKEYNOTE SPEAKER
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FEE

VENUE

Since 2013, the company operates two co-generation plants. The first plant, located in Västerhamn,
produces electricity and district heating and cooling. It is fueled by biofuel as well as waste heat from
local industries which allows further reduction of the environmental footprint. The plant meet a quarter
of the total need for heating in the city.

The second, Filborna, converts assorted waste material into energy in the form of electrical power and
district heating. This plant is fitted with state-of-the-art technology for cleaning of exhausts. The aim of
the company was to ensure for the future a cost-efficient and sustainable production of electrical power
and district heating in the region.

Being connected to the District Energy grid in
Helsingborg and in neighboring cities, Filborna has
proven the enormous commercial and financial
opportunities with W2E. The 200 M€ investment
offers an energy yield beyond 98%, and an ROI
level well above 10% to its municipal owner. An
independent auditing company has made a
calculation of the total impact of the W2E and
District Energy investments made in Helsingborg.
The findings indicate that it has resulted in the
creation of 1400 jobs in the region, has increased
the direct revenues (taxes and dividends) in the city
by 25 M€ and has reduced annual CO2 emissions by
130 000 tonnes, i.e. by 1 tonne per inhabitant. The
asset value of the ESCO is estimated to min.
€500M.

Öresundskraft is one of Sweden’s largest energy companies and it is fully owned by the Council
of Helsingborg, which represents the fourth largest population area in Sweden. The company
focuses on the sale and distribution of energy (electricity, district heating and cooling, natural
gas) as well as broadband networks and alternative fuel. The company is also strongly engaged
in environmental protection and has been actively working towards the developments of
sustainable energy networks.

FAST FACTS (JUNE 2017)

• Main office in Helsingborg
• Owned entirely by the municipality
• Annual turnover SEK2639 M
• 370 employees
• Total energy volume distributed: 3479 GWh

- Electrical power 2118 GWh
- District heating 1061 GWh
- District cooling 11 GWh
- Gas 289 GWh

• Certified for sustainable operation and quality
according to the ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 standards

WASTE-TO-ENERGY – CO-GENERATION

by Öresundskraft
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Belgian Waste-to-Energy is an association which involves all Belgian waste
incineration companies. It was created in 2009 and has 14 member companies, of
which several are owned by local municipalities and regions. In 2012 the members
had a joint capacity of 2,62 million tons of Waste and an electricity output of 1.21
TWh, representing the consumption of 280 000 families. In addition, some 0,47
TWh of waste heat was captured in the process, and in turn used for various
industrial applications. The companies involved in BW2E are aware of huge the
unexplored opportunities in recovering even more waste heat from the waste
incineration process, and to distribute it to public and private customers in the local
communities in which they operate. The installation and extension of modern
district heating systems is thus a key priority for the companies involved in BW2E.

INDAVER

ISVAG

BIONERGA

Bruxelles-Propreté

IVM IVAGO

IMOG

IPALLE

IVBO

IVOO

MIROM Roeselare
Intradel

ICDI

IBW - UVE

BW2E
Bruxelles Propreté
Avenue	de	Broqueville 12
1150	BRUXELLES
info@bw2e.be
+	32	15	28	80	43

BELGIAN WASTE-TO-ENERGY

Association
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Bringing Heat Underground

Organized by

NORDIC HEAT
PEER-TO-PEER ADVISORY AND INNOVATION SERVICES

IN DISTRICT ENERGY & ENERGY FROM WASTE

MATHILDE IWAR

mi@heatnet.se

+46 72 500 16 72

For more information, please contact:

NORDIC HEAT
STOCKHOLM WATERFRONT
183 68 STOCKHOLM - SWEDEN
www.nordheat.eu

Founding Partners: Strategic co-operation with:

Peers in Energy

REVENUE FOCUSCOST FOCUS
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NORDIC HEAT SERVICES

TRAINING

DISTRICT ENERGY VALUE CHAIN

NORDIC HEAT is an independent PEER-TO-PEER ADVISORY, TRAINING AND BUSINESS INNOVATION SERVICE

aiming to support the development of District Energy and Energy from Waste (EfW) solutions in Europe
and beyond. Founded in co-operation with several leading public energy operators in the Nordic region
having more than 50 years of hands-on experience in district energy, we are able to assist project teams
in minimising costs and risks, while optimising customer value and life-cycle performance.

OUR MISSION is to facilitate the transfer of the extensive knowledge and experience developed in
Scandinavia over the past 50 years, while simultaneously actively support exchange of innovations in
technologies and business models between all stakeholders in the sector. We provide peer to peer help
to ensure cost effective procurement and also work with the supply chain to ensure they are better able
to respond to client needs.

INVOLVING A NETWORK of more than 250 highly experienced professionals across 20 countries, Nordic Heat
has a unique mix of hands-on expertise and a proven track record in securing the swift implementation of
high performing, reliable and competitive district energy and EfW programmes while minimising
investment levels, operational costs and risks.

OUR SERVICES involve both training and direct assistance to effectively bring district energy investment
programmes to completion, from early planning, business modelling, procurement and installation
through to the final stages of commissioning, operations, maintenance, optimisation and expansion. Our
ultimate aim is to assist communities in bringing heat underground, and in the process optimising the
social, environmental and commercial opportunities and benefits created by investments in district
energy and EfW.

Nordic Heat has also established a BUSINESS INNOVATION COMMUNITY, involving a growing number of
experienced energy operators from across Europe. The role of the community is to facilitate and
accelerate the ongoing business innovation process with the ultimate goal of reinforcing the competitive
position of district energy in the European heat market.
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